1. Introduction. Let si be a C*-subalgebra of the algebra B(H) of all bounded operators on a Hubert space H, and let a dense *-subalgebra D(δ) of si be the domain of a closed *-derivation δ from sf into B
(H). A closed operator S on H implements δ if D(S) is dense in H and if

AD(S)CD(S) and δ(S)\ D(S) = ι(&4 -AS)b w for all Λ e D{δ).
If *S is symmetric (dissipative), it is called a symmetric (dissipative) implementation of δ. If a closed operator Γ extends S and also implements δ, then T is called a 5-extension of S. If 5 has nô -extension, it is called a maximal implementation of <5. If <J is implemented by a closed operator, it always has an infinite set *y(δ) of implementations. However, not much can be said about the structure of *f{δ). We do not even know whether it has maximal implementations. The subsets S*(δ) and 2(δ) of <f{δ) {^(δ) C 3f{δ)), which consist respectively of symmetric and of dissipative implementations of δ, are more interesting. In [4] it was shown that every symmetric implementation of δ extends to a maximal symmetric implementation of δ. Therefore if &{δ) Φ 0, then &{δ) as well as the set JH&iJji) of all maximal symmetric implementations of δ are infinite sets.
If S e ^5^{δ) and it is not selfadjoint, then the question arises as to whether S has dissipative δ-extensions and, if so, whether there exist maximal dissipative implementations of δ. This question was partly answered in [5] where it was established that, under some conditions on δ and S (for example, if max(/i_(S f ), n+(S)) < oo), the maximal dissipative implementations of δ do exist.
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Let {%{$) be the set of all /-equivalence classes of /-symmetric representations of the algebra D(δ) on Krein spaces. In [3] and [4] it was shown that the deficiency space N(S) = N-(S) + N+(S) of every operator S e S^(δ) is a Krein space and that there exists a /-symmetric representation π δ s of D{δ) on N(S). Thus there is a mapping of &{δ) into 3ί{δ) , and different symmetric implementations may have corresponding representations which are /-equivalent.
The structure of the representations π δ s can be extremely complicated, partly due to the fact that they may have neutral invariant subspaces. In [4] it was proved that π| has no neutral invariant subspaces if and only if S is a maximal symmetric implementation of The simplest characterization π| is the pair (n+(S), n~(S)) of deficiency indices of the operator S. Different properties of these indices were considered in [6] [7] [8] . In particular, if s/ is unital, if S G J£9"(δ) and max(n+(S) 9 n~(S)) < oo, then there are disjoint sets of irreducible *-representations {π/}^= 1 and {pj} q j=x of sf such that P Q n+(S) = Σ dim π z and n_ (S) = ]P dim pj.
i=l 7=1
Arveson [1] and Powers [12] studied the case when δ is the generator of a semigroup α t of endomorphisms of B{H) which has semigroups of intertwining isometries. If d is a generator of a semigroup U(t) of such isometries, then the operator S = id implements δ, it is a symmetric operator, N-(S) = {0}, and N(S) = N+(S) is a Hubert space. In this case S e ΛK^(<5), n+(S) = oo, and π| is a *-representation. Powers [12] defined the index of α t (relative to U(t)) to be the multiplicity of π|. Arveson [1] gave another definition of the index of α t and Powers and Price [13] proved that the Arveson's index is precisely the number of times the identity representation of D(δ) on H occurs in the representation n δ s . Jorgensen and Price [3] studied the general case when N(S) is not necessarily a Hubert space. They introduced the F-index as the dimension of the Krein space of operators V:
In [7] a sextuple ind(δ, S) was associated with every pair (δ, S). 9 and to establish whether they are /-equivalent. This is especially so if D{T) nD(T { ) = {0}, as in Example 2 (see [13] ). In the cases studied in [1], [12] and [13] (see Example 2), minimal symmetric implementations of the generators δ of semigroups of endomorphisms of B{H) do not exist. Therefore the representational indices i δ τ , T = id, where d are the generators of semigroups U(t) of intertwining isometries, seem to depend on U{t) [13] . On the other hand, in many interesting cases the derivations do have minimal symmetric implementations. This is so, for example, if si contains the ideal of all compact operators [6] (see Theorem 3.4 and Example 3).
All of its elements
The condition that π δ s (S is a minimal symmetric implementation of δ) is finitely Π-decomposable is crucial for our attempt to show that all representational indices of δ are equal. For every 
The concept of nonpositive, negative and uniformly negative subspaces are introduced analogously.
A nonnegative subspace is called maximal nonnegative if it is not properly contained in any other nonnegative subspace. In the same way this concept of maximality can be introduced for all other types of subspaces.
Law of inertia
The subspace Every subspace L is decomposable into a simultaneously orthogonal and /-orthogonal direct sum
n which the summands are respectively negative, neutral and positive subspaces, or reduce to zero (see [9] , p. 118).
A representation π of a *-algebra J/ ona Krein space H is called
If a subspace L is invariant for π, then L [±1 is also invariant for π. By ΆL we shall denote the restriction of π to L.
Let N and P be respectively uniformly negative and uniformly positive subspaces of H invariant for π. Then Since N and P are uniformly definite subspaces, the norms || \\ N and || ||p are equivalent to the original norm || || on H. Therefore iV and P are Hubert spaces with respect to the scalar products ( , )JV and (,)/>. Then π# and πp are *-representations of si on N and P with respect to these scalar products. Let G be a bounded self adjoint operator on a Hubert space H. Similar to the involution /, the operator G defines an indefinite metric on H [x,yh = (Gx,y).
A representation π of a *-algebra si on H is called T is a J G -symmetric representation of
(ii) [8] .
Lei Q be the orthoprojection on a subspace L invariant for π and let G\ = QGQ. The representation UL of si on L is G\-symmetric and [x, y]g = [x, y]g.
Neutral invariant subspaces of J-symmetric representations.
In general the structure of neutral invariant subspaces of /-symmetric representations π of *-algebras on Krein spaces H can be very complicated. In some cases, however, it is possible to obtain some useful information about their structure.
Let π be a /-symmetric representation on 77, let TV be a uniformly negative (positive) invariant subspace and let N^ be a Π^-space. It is proved in [8, Lemma 3.2] that if L is a neutral invariant subspace in H, then there exist a nonnegative (nonpositive) invariant subspace P in N^ and a bounded operator T from P onto an invariant subspace K of N such that L = {Tx + x:xeP} and π κ T = Tπ P . LEMMA 
Let N have no finite-dimensional invariant subspaces. If L is a maximal neutral invariant subspace in H, then KerΓ = L n N^ is a maximal neutral invariant subspace in N^.
Proof. Let N be uniformly negative. Since L is a neutral space, is a neutral invariant subspace in H larger than L. This contradiction shows that P 0 = RnM.
By Law of inertia, dimM < k. Since P + Π Λf = {0}, M = {z+y : j; E MR , z e Afp}, where MR and Λ/p are finite-dimensional subspaces in R and P + respectively and where y -0 implies z = 0. Since M is larger than P o and since P o = i? Π M, Af/> ^ {0} and z = 0 implies j; € Po.
We shall show that the subspace PQ[+]MP is invariant for π. Since M is a neutral subspace and since Mp C P + , every y in Λ/# is /-orthogonal to P. Therefore M R C pi- Since T is an isometry from P+ onto K,
is a finite-dimensional subspace in K. Since π^Γ = Γπ/>, ΓMp is a finite-dimensional invariant subspace in N which contradicts the assumption that TV does not have such subspaces. Hence PQ is a maximal neutral invariant subspace in TV [±] . The proof is complete.
The following lemma compares two maximal neutral invariant subspaces. We shall now consider a special class of /-symmetric representations, which will play an important role in this paper. DEFINITION . Let π be a /-symmetric representation of a *-algebra on a Krein space H. We say that π is Π--
[J -l where K is a uniformly negative invariant subspace and where K^ is a Π^-space, k = k-(one of the summands can be zero). We say that π is finitely ^--decomposable if, in addition, the *-representation %κ on K decomposes in a finite orthogonal sum of irreducible representations. Similarly we can define Π+-decomposable and finitely Π+-decomposable representations.
Let L be a neutral invariant subspace and let Z be an invariant subspace of L. Then is the /-orthogonal complement of L\ inZ. Therefore the subspaces Lψ^/L\ and are isomorphic and isometric and
We shall now prove the main theorem of this section. We shall consider 3 cases.
is finitely Π-decomposable. By Lemma 2.4 and by Law of inertia, dim L = dimK <k. Set N = L + K. Then N is invariant for π and dim N < 2k.
Hence, by (2) , N = N-+ N+, where JV_ and N+ are respectively negative and positive finite-dimensional subspaces. Since every definite finite-dimensional subspace is also uniformly definite, it follows from Theorem 2.
Let H be finitely Π_-decomρosableandlet H= where M is an infinite dimensional uniformly negative invariant subspace such that M^ is a Π^-space, k = k-, and such that %M decomposes in a finite orthogonal sum of irreducible representations.
Assume that M^ has no neutral invariant subspaces.
In Lemma 3.2 [8] it is proved that in this case there exist a uniformly definite invariant subspace L+ in M^ , a uniformly negative invariant subspace L-in M and an isometry T from L+ onto L_ (||Γx|| L _ = ||x|| L+ ) such that 
H = N[+]S)[+]P.
By Law of inertia, dimyf < k. Since ΈM decomposes in a finite orthogonal sum of irreducible representations, π^ also decomposes in a finite orthogonal sum of irreducible representations. Set and P L = P Since N and P are uniformly definite subspaces, it follows that
N = N L [+]L-, P = P L [+]L+ and L^ = N L [+]L[+]P L [+]f>.
The subspaces NL and PL are invariant for π. Set 
L is also finitely Π_-decomposable. This concludes the proof that in all cases π L is finitely Π_ -decomposable. Now let K be another maximal neutral invariant subspace in H such that L n K = {0}. Then Λ0ι/ = AT n Λf are /-equivalent which concludes the proof of the theorem.
The following example shows that if π is not finitely Π-decomposable, then Theorem 2.6 does not necessarily hold. 
Representational indices of derivations of C*-algebras.
In this section we apply the results of §2 to the investigation of derivations of C*-algebras.
Let p be a "-representation of a C*-algebra si on a Hubert space 
H. A derivation δ of A into B(H) relative to p is a linear mapping from a dense *-subalgebra D{δ) of sf into B(H) such that (i) δ(AB) = δ(A)p(B) + p(A)δ(B) 9 A,Be D(δ) (ii) δ(A*) = δ(A)*, AeD(δ); (iii) KerpCD(δ).
The derivation is closed if
A symmetric operator S on H implements δ if its domain D(S) is dense in H and if for all AeD(δ) p(A)D(S)CD(S) and δ(A)\ D{S) = i(Sp(A) -p(A)S)\ D(S) .
If T is a symmetric extension of S and if it also implements δ, we say that T is a symmetric δ-extension of S. If S has no symmetriĉ -extensions, it is called a maximal symmetric implementation of δ.
We shall now consider briefly the link between derivations implemented by symmetric operators and /-symmetric representations on Krein spaces.
Let S be a symmetric operator and let *S*be its adjoint. Then 
Therefore p(D(δ)) acts as an algebra of bounded operators on D(S*). Since D(S) is invariant for p(D(δ)), we define a representation π| of D(δ) on N(S)
by the formula:
e N(S).
THEOREM 3.1 [4] .
(i) (cf. [3]). The representation π| of the algebra D(δ) on N(S) is J-symmetric and bounded with respect to the norm
II II*. (ii) There is a one-to-one correspondence between closed symmetric δ-extensions T of S and neutral subspaces L in N(S) invariant for π δ s :T = S*\ D{T) , where D(T) = D(S){+)L. (iii) There is a maximal symmetric implementation T of δ which extends S. The representation π δ τ has no neutral invariant subspaces.
If T is a symmetric extension of S and if L{T) is the neutral subspace in N{S) which corresponds to it, then, using Lemma 13 [2] , we obtain that (11)
D(T*)=D(S)(+)L(T)W and T*=S*\ D{r) , where L(T)^ is the /-orthogonal complement of L(T) in N(S).
Let S be a maximal symmetric implementation of a derivation δ. By We shall now prove the main theorem of this section. 
such that D(T) = D(S){+)L{T). By (11), D(T*) = D(S){+)L(T)^ where L(T) ι±]
is the /-orthogonal complement of 
D(δ) on L(T)^/L(T).
Since πf is finitely Π-decomposable, it follows from Theorem 2.6 that all quotient representations {n to be able to decide whether δ has a unique representational index or not, we have to impose another condition on δ which will allow us to "compare" different maximal symmetric implementations of δ.
DEFINITION. Let δ be a derivation of s/ relative to a representation p. We say that a symmetric implementation S of δ is minimal if, for every symmetric implementation T of δ, there is a self adjoint operator B in the commutant p(sf)' such that S C T + B. REMARK. The existence of a minimal symmetric implementation is another strong condition imposed on δ. However, without this assumption it is difficult to test the representations π|, S £ J£S?{δ), on /-equivalence. In Example 2 below a minimal symmetric implementation does not exist and, therefore, it is not clear whether the representations π| and π| , S, Si e JίS^{δ), which correspond to different intertwining semigroups of isometries, are /-equivalent [13] . In many cases the derivations do have minimal symmetric implementations. In [6] , for example, it was shown that if p{stf) contains the ideal C(H) of all compact operators on H, then δ has a minimal symmetric implementation. Example 4 considers a derivation δ from sf into B(H) such that $f does not contain C(H) and that δ has a minimal symmetric implementation. is Π_-decomposable. Powers and Price [13] showed that if {V(ή: t > 0} is another semigroup of isometries which intertwine a t and if d\ is its generator, then D(d) ΠD(d\) = {0}. In this case, obviously, δ has no minimal symmetric implementations and, therefore, there is no reason to think that the representational indices /| and /| , where Si = id\, are equal. From the above remark it also follows that $f a does not contain C{H).
We shall now consider derivations δ which have minimal symmetric implementations S such that the representations π| are finitely Π-decomposable, so that Theorem 3.3 holds.
Let S be a densely defined symmetric operator on a Hubert space H. Set
= {A e B{H): AD(S) c D(S),
and (SA -AS)\^s) extends to a bounded operator}.
Then 38$ is a *-algebra. For every x, y e H, we denote by x <8>y the rank-1 operator z -• (z, x)y. Then (x ® y)* = j/0x and if xjGΰ (5) , then x ® y G ^5. By J^ we denote the norm closure of 38$. Then sf$ is a C*-algebra and it contains C(/f). The operator
and 2)(is) = 38$. Since C(/f) c sf$, 5^ has a minimal implementation. In fact, S is a minimal implementation of δ$. In order to prove this we assume that T also implements δ$. Then for all x, j; G D(5), so that Dί^) CD(Γ). We also have that for all z G
{S -T){x
Therefore
Let J/ be a unital C*-subalgebra of J^ which contains C(H) and such that 38$ n «i/ is dense in J/ . Then δ$ generates a derivation δ = δ$\j/ on j/ and D(δ) = ^5 ΠJ/. Since all rank-1 operators •^® y 9 x 9 y €D(S), belong to D(δ), the operator S is still a minimal implementation of δ.
If «_(£) = 0 or n+(S) = 0, then .S has no symmetric extensions at all and, therefore, S is a maximal symmetric implementation of δ$ and of any derivation δ generated by δ$ considered above. Another example of a symmetric operator S, which is also a maximal symmetric implementation of δ$, was given in [7] : S = ij-on L 2 (0, α), α < 00, and π-(ιS) = fl+(S) = 1.
In general, however, we do not know whether S is a maximal implementation of δ$ or not. Even if *S is a maximal symmetric implementation of δ$, it is not necessarily a maximal symmetric implementation of a derivation δ = δ$\& generated by δ$ on a C*-subalgebrai j/ of A/$ considered above. If min(n + (5 f ), it-(S)) < 00, then N(S) is a Π^-space, so that the representation π δ s of D(δ) is finitely Π-decomposable. Therefore from Theorem 3.3 we obtain the following theorem. 
N+(S) = N+(Sχ) = N(Sχ) and N-(S) = N-(S 2 ) = N(S 2 ).
Let .4; e ^ n C(ffi). Then 
